Balancing innovation and regulation
Host

In cooperation with:

Balancing innovation and regulation
17–19 June 2024
#EuroDIG2024
Venue

- In the centre of the old town
- Previous university (Taškius, Arklių g. 18, 01305 Vilnius)
2 days programme

- afternoon of 17 June - afternoon of 19 June
- 3 parallel tracks
  - 3 x 3 Plenary
  - 4 Workshops
  - 9 Flash sessions
- YOUthDIG messages / inter-generational dialogue
- Message drafting at the end
Focus Areas

- 3 Main Topics with Subtopics
  1. European policies and strategies
  2. GovTech – putting people first in digitising public services and the use of data
  3. Artificial Intelligence

Consolidated programme: https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Consolidated_programme_2024
Programme committee

Dr. Desana Duski
Postdoctoral researcher, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB)

Inga Rimkevičienė
Chief Advisor on International Cooperation at the Communications Regulatory Authority (RIT) of the Republic of Lithuania

Dr. Jörn Erkau
University of Geneva

Karen Mulberry
Senior Manager of Public Affairs at IEEE Standards Association (ISA)

Meri Baghdasaryan
Attorney from Armenia, Senior Case and Policy Officer at the Oversight Board

Minda Moreira

Riccardo Nanni
Researcher in data governance at Fondazione Bruno Kessler

Vlad Ivanets
Journalist and media researcher

Yiğit Lüüsüpour
EuroDIG Messages

- are compiled for each session
- They should:
  - relate to European Internet governance policy,
  - be forward looking and include recommendations,
  - propose goals and activities for policy makers,
  - be in (rough) consensus with the audience.
Focal Point

- reaches out to submitter
- coordinates the Org Team
- cooperates with the EuroDIG secretariat and the PC
- is responsible for keeping the deadlines
- respects the session principles
- is responsible to publish all information on the wiki
Org Team

agrees on:
- session title
- session description
- session format
- key participants
- moderator

**Org Teams are open for everyone to join – even at a later stage!**
EuroDIG Secretariat

The EuroDIG Secretariat assists and provides:

▪ contacts to submitters and other Org Team members
▪ reporter / remote moderator / session host
▪ virtual tools (Zoom, mailing list, mentimeter)
▪ wiki space and assistance
▪ VIP participation (in special cases)
Session principles

- focus on the emerging issues on the European agenda
- avoid duplication or “just more of the same”
  (Check the wiki archive for previous years!)
- avoid seminar style (not a series of presentations)
- time distribution: 50/50 – speakers / audience
- each speaker - 3 min “punchy” statements (timer)
Session principles

- not more than 4 speaker
- include the (remote) audience as much and early as possible
- no (self-) promotion for speaking slots or “speaker placement”
- stakeholder diversity - gender, age, geographical balance
- communicate on the mailing list only
- publish all information about your session on the wiki asap
EuroDIG Wiki

- public programme overview incl. session details
- information source on the session planning process
- collaboration tool for the session org teams (mailing lists)
- easy access for new participants to join the org team
- EuroDIG archive / source for researchers

Request access at or send content for upload: wiki@eurodig.org

Balancing innovation and regulation
17–19 June 2024
#EuroDIG2024
WS 03 2024

19 June 2024 | 10:30 - 11:30 EEST | WS room 1

Consolidated programme 2024 overview

Workshops are organised in a multi-stakeholder bottom-up manner. Anyone interested in the topic can become a member of the Org Team. The EuroDIG session principles must be followed.

Title and all sections of this page should be final until 31 May 2024.

DO NOT edit the title yourself, the link to your session will otherwise disappear. Please send the final title as early as possible to wiki@eurodig.org.

Working title: Network evolution

Proposals: #1 #3 (see list of proposals)

Get involved!

You are invited to become a member of the Session Org Team by simply subscribing to the mailing list! By doing so, you agree that your name and affiliation will be published at the relevant session wiki page. Please reply to the email to confirm your subscription.

Kindly note that it may take a while until the Org Team is formed and starts working.

To follow the current discussion on this topic, see the discussion tab on the upper left side of this page.
Time line

Immediately / ongoing:

- invite Org Team members
- session teaser (1-2 lines)
- conf call schedule / minutes
- update the wiki constantly not only when you have the information complete
Time line

Until 21 May 2024:
- final title of the session
- session description
- session format
- key participants / panellist (name, institution)
- co-moderators (name, institution)
Next steps

1. Subscribe yourself to the mailing list and introduce yourself.

2. Some people are already subscribed to mailing list → check archive.

3. Invite submitters and people from your network to the Org Team.

4. Schedule a first call asap

5. Move all communication regarding the session to the mailing list.

6. Move ahead without leaving any one behind but keep the deadlines.

7. Send us your picture and short-bio if you would like to be introduced.